
 

Do you want to play your favorite PS2 games on your PC but don't know how? Don't worry - we've got you covered! Here's a
step-by-step guide from downloading the Gsdx11 plugin for PCSX2 to configuring it, plus some common troubleshooting
methods. Enjoy! If you're looking for a way to enjoy all of your favorite Playstation 2 games on your computer, look no further.
In this blog post, I will walk you through getting the Gsdx11 plugin for PCSX2 and configuring it. First, you'll need to get the
Gsdx11 plugin for PCSX2. The latest version of the plugin is available at ZeroGS v1.1 Download . There are multiple versions
available, so download whichever version corresponds with your PCSX2 version. If you're using 1.0.0-20130709044023 (the
regular release) then you'll need to get gsdx-velocity-1142.zip (or later). If you're using the unofficial RC1 build then then you'll
need gsdx-velocity-1292.zip (or later). Extract the archive. The gsdx-velocity-XX.bin is the executable file for the plugin. Don't
rename it! Turn the plugin on by launching "GSdx 11 Plugin For PCSX2", selecting "GSdx 11 Plugin" and "Enable". Make sure
any games you want to play have been removed from your PS2 disc, otherwise you can get a crash while trying to load a game if
using another plugin other than Gsdx11 or VU0. If you want to add more plugins, add them here: /plugins/2 for GSdx11,
/plugins/1 for VU0, and /plugins/3 for SPU2-X. If you're using the unofficial RC1 build, you will want to make sure that
GSdx11 is the only plugin you are using. If it isn't, PCSX2 doesn't recognize it. To do this, go to /plugins/1 within your PCSX2
directory and rename the GSDX11.dll file (or any older GSDX files) to something like GSDX-OLD.dll. After doing this, launch
your game or application that supports plugins (such as PCSX2's demo's or PS2 games). It should now work. For newer PCSX2
versions, you will need to enable the plugin within the game's settings menu. Try selecting "GSdx 11 Plugin" and "Enable". If
that doesn't work then try multiple different settings. If that doesn't work, then you probably don't have the correct gsdx11.dll
file for your PCSX2 version. To fix this, rename {filename}.dll to something like GSDX11.dll (or any older name). Restart
your game or application and it should now work properly on your PCSX2 version selected on the game's Settings menu.
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